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Insights
As capabilities in effective first response casualty care continue to grow, the role of field
combat medics and initial care providers has become increasingly one of life saver rather than
simply trauma addresser. New tools and techniques to better manage casualty immobilization,
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body temperature regulation, and injury pain and infection have given rise to a new breed of first
responder, one that is bringing more to the fight against casualty enemy #1: time.
In this, the Q1 2012 kick-off Issue of Combat & Casualty Care (C&CC), we spotlight medical
mission preparation from an aerospace medicine perspective and COL Christian R. Benjamin,
Commander, U.S. Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine. In an exclusive interview with COL
Benjamin, readers are offered insight into aeromedical evacuation (AE) and how education,
research, and consultation missions are being “operationalized” to save lives by both military and
civilian providers.
From tourniquet to transport, lessons learned in the recent decade of tactical combat
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casualty care (T3C) have brought about a revolution in the way medics treat, evacuate and care
for war wounded. Cross training in fundamental principles such as spinal stabilization, body temp
regulation through heat conduction and convection, bleeding control, pain reduction, in preparation
for efficient evacuation to full-care facilities is ensuring maximized patient care throughout the entire
T3C process.
From the eyes of the 68W Health Care Specialist in training at AMEDD, Ft. Sam Houston to
those of the SOF combat medic of the 75th Ranger Regiment in Afghanistan, lessons learned in
both the field and classroom are seeing shared concepts help hone the methods with which joint
service and special warfare medical personnel tend to those in need. In the same way, effective
training through enhanced situational simulation, institutions such as the U.S. Army Simulation
Training & Technology Center (STTC) are leading efforts to better prepare combat medics to face
the realities beyond the on-screen scenarios.
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Be sure not to miss our regular look at online educational opportunities for servicemembers
in this issue’s installment of “Online and In Combat” focusing on Distance Continuing Medical
Education (CME), Columbia Southern University (CSU) online offerings, and from a military
perspective, AMEDD’s Tactical Combat Medical Care (TCMC) Course provides full-spectrum
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As always, feel free to contact me with any questions or comments.
Shean Phelps
contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com
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Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor:
I received your 4th Quarter 2011 issue today and read it with great interest. You
have a very far reach across Military Medicine and provide terriﬁc news for all of
us. This issue was extremely well done.

Special Sections

I want to thank you for the opportunity for the SOCOM Surgeon Ofﬁce to
“speak” to the world of operational Military Medicine through your publication.
SOF medical providers have often led the nation’s medical community to new
and exciting areas of medical practice that have helped to advance medicine in
our nation, and C&CC has been very helpful in those efforts.
Steven W. Swann, MD, FACS
COL, MC, SFS
Command Surgeon
USSOCOM
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Spinal Immobilization:
Precautions on Today’s Battlefield

Combat casualty first response has been
revolutionized through the adoption and
implementation of the principles of Tactical Combat
Casualty Care (T3C) including Care Under Fire,
Tactical Field Care and Tactical Evacuation.
By Shean Phelps, C&CC Editor

Care Under Fire guides first responders through the immediate
lifesaving interventions, primarily the use of tourniquets for
hemorrhage control, while remaining effectively engaged with the
enemy in order to eliminate the threat. Once the immediate hostile
threat has been neutralized the first responder is to move the
wounded, via the most expedient method, to an area where there
is no direct engagement threat. During this phase of T3C the focus
is on immediate life threatening wounds, and eliminating the threat,
and as such there are few devices carried or employed to perform
spinal precautions.

Addressing Cause to Prevent Effect
First responders generally rely on the individual’s body armor
to provide general lumbar and thoracic spinal support, and two
handed tactical drags to provide basic cervical spine support.
These tactics techniques and procedures evolved by addressing
the mechanisms of injury associated to their probability of spinal
insult, the need to focus on preventing mortality first and morbidity
second, and the overarching need not to over task or overload first
responders in the close fight.
The second phase of T3C is Tactical Field Care. This may in fact
be the first time the casualty presents to a medically
trained first responder. It is the point where
lifesaving interventions are reevaluated and
the morbidity of provided interventions
addressed. Secondary surveys
are then performed and care
is provided for non-life
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threatening wounds and insults. This is also the phase where
true spinal precaution devices will be readily available and applied
accordingly. The most common device employed would be a long
spine board for total body support and a cervical collar for those
who have clinical indications based upon mechanism of injury:
primarily Improvised Explosive Devices. However, the combat
healthcare focus still remains on reducing mortality above reducing
morbidity.
The last phase of T3C is Tactical Evacuation that may or may
not involve an air or ground ambulance and therefore, the platform
of opportunity employed for evacuation may not have the ride
quality designed into purpose built medical platforms. Accordingly,
this highlights the need for effective spinal precautions to be
enabled during the Tactical Field Care phase.

Multi-capable by Design
In support of this requirement the medical device industry must
be ever mindful of the need for multi-purpose/multi-use devices
that are durable, intuitive. They must also address weight and cube
limitations that are essential for use in this dynamic environment.

Board and Collar
Carson Chinn
Ferno Military Systems

Ferno Military Systems (FMS) currently manufactures two
products that continue to garner great favor for employment as
spinal precaution devices in these unique environments.

The first product is the AllEvac Mantis tri-fold spine board.
The Mantis weighs 12.2 pounds, is 72x16” when deployed,
25x16 when folded, load rated at 500 pound and stores at
NSN 6515-01-466-9164. The Mantis Tri-Fold Evacuation Board
represents the ultimate in simplicity and durability.
“Mantis is ideal for vehicle extraction because of its compact
size and rapid employment,” said Carson Chinn, marketing
director, Ferno Aviation, Ferno Military Systems. “It is made
of lightweight aluminum and has zero risk of fire hazards,
cracking, warping, and gouging that’s common with
plastic and composite boards in tactical and vehicle
operations.”
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the guess work involved and enabled the accurate and repeatable
application of force to the pelvic ring with each application.”
The SAM Pelvic Sling II was developed as the first and only
force-controlled circumferential pelvic belt scientifically proven in
peer-reviewed studies to safely and effectively reduce and stabilize
open-book pelvic ring fractures. The device allows for emergent
temporary intervention that reduces the risks associated with
diffuse pelvic hemorrhage during transport and until definite pelvic
stabilization can be provided.
The Mantis has generous hand holds and accepts all common
strap systems. It is also available with a Cordura carrying case with
shoulder straps to carry on the assault and the standard Pouch
Attachment Ladder System (aka MOLLE Weave) for integrating
blowout kits. The Mantis can also serve as a rigid platform for
confined space extrication.
The second product FMS specifically manufactures for spinal
precaution is the WizLoc cervical collar. The universal design of the
WizLoc provides a collar capable of fitting 90 percent of all patients.
With its 3-step adjustment, application is fast regardless of patient
position. The unique self-centering mandibular support allows you
to custom fit the WizLoc to the patient.
“A simple adjustment to the occipital support also accommodates
all ends of the sizing spectrum,” said Chinn. “The WizLoc gives you
greater control, greater patient comfort, and a better fit, which
means safer conditions for the patient.”
The WizLoc can be decontaminated and is reusable up to 10
times and is X-ray translucent and MRI compatible.

Pelvic Sling
By Lance Hopman, Director of R&D
SAM Medical Products

SAM Medical Products was founded by
a Vietnam Medic and Orthopedic Surgeon
who recognized an unmet need and
became a pioneer in the field of pre-hospital
fracture management with the introduction
of the SAM Splint in 1984. Since that time,
Lance Hopman
the company has selectively introduced
additional products when they meet strict
criteria of offering a substantial leap in quality and function when
compared to the current available clinical solution and offer a
measureable enhancement to pre-hospital care.
Because of the potentially devastating hemorrhage associated
with pelvic ring fractures, standard first aid protocol has historically
included applying some type of circumferential binder around the
victim’s hips. It was reported that the reduction of hip-ring fractures
prior to and during transport was desired. Lance Hopman, Director
of Research and Development at SAM Medical Products states,
“Although a window of desired force has been described, there
had been no device available to the market place that removed
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The sling features a patented self-locking buckle that emerged
from a development effort partially funded through a grant supplied
by the U.S. Office of Naval Research, and Legacy Health Foundation.
Hopman explains, “When secured, the buckle automatically limits
applied force to a safe and proper level providing a consistent,
reliable and safe treatment that eliminates any guess work in
application”.
First responders place the belt-like device around the hips and
pull tight until it clicks and locks into place with the desired force,
eliminating any chance of over or under tightening. The resulting
mechanism ensures that the pelvis will be bound with the optimal
amount of force while the patient is transported to the next level of
care.
Several of the SAM Pelvic Sling ll features were designed to
specifically meet unique and challenging needs that present in the
field casualty scenario. The sling incorporates a simple, one piece
design with no detachable hardware, is compact, easy to use, and
quick to apply (usually in less than one minute). The standard size
fits (without cutting or trimming) 98% of the adult population. It does
not require a fine touch to operate and gives clear feedback by
sound and feel to confirm correct application of force.
Additionally, the sling is durable and unaffected by extremes of
moisture and temperature or by exposure to hard or sharp objects.
It is also radiolucent, MRI safe, and can be cleaned for re-use with
common detergents or anti-microbial solutions.
SAM Medical plans to continue to monitor trends and scientific
literature to uncover new opportunities to improve pre-hospital
fracture management.

contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com
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68W:

Battleﬁeld First Responders

U.S. Army combat medics, or more specifically
68W Health Care Specialists, are the first line
of aid for battlefield wounded and often the
difference-maker in casualty evacuations.
By Phil Reidinger, Director of Public Affairs,
Ft. Sam Houston, TX

“Medic!”
This cry has been heard on battlefields for centuries,
beginning with Baron Dominique-Jean Larrey’s establishment
of battlefield medical treatment during the Napoleonic wars.
Larrey, Napoleon Bonaparte’s surgeon, developed the most
comprehensive casualty transport system of his day, first tested
during the battle of Metz in 1793.
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68W Evolution
Army medical personnel have responded to the challenges
of treating, evacuating and caring for hospitalized battlefield
casualties since the inception of the Army Medical Department
(AMEDD) in 1775. Maj. John Letterman developed a system of
evacuation for the Union Army that was proven at the battle of
Antietam in 1862. The combat medic was established during
World War II-prior to that enlisted medical personnel served as
hospital stewards or litter bearers.
Frequently referred to as “doc” by the soldiers they care for,
the 68W Health Care Specialist, or combat medic, is the Army’s
second-largest military occupational specialty (only the infantry
is larger). Of the 52 medical personnel awarded the Medal of
Honor, 32 were combat medics or their antecedents.

www.tacticaldefensemedia.com

“The combat medic is the first line of medical aid on the
battlefield and is supported by the entire military and Veterans
Affairs health care systems,” Maj. Gen. David Rubenstein, Army
Medical Department Center and School commanding general,
emphasized.
The survival rate of soldiers wounded during World War II was
69.3 percent; during Korea, 75.4 percent; and during Vietnam
76.4 percent. Today, the survival rate for servicemembers
wounded in Iraq and Afghanistan is an unprecedented 90.7
percent. More Soldiers are saved today because of advances
in tactical combat casualty care techniques, improvements in
medical technology and equipment resulting from research and
lessons learned, and the expertise of first responders on the
battlefield: combat medics.

A Special Breed
Medics are known for their selfless courage, often charging
into dangerous situations to stabilize and evacuate their fallen
comrades. Their initial training is comprehensive, but combined
with their predeployment training and practical experience,
combat medics are indispensible battlefield assets.
Medics going into combat zones complete certification at
the Center for Pre-deployment Medicine. This training focuses
on tactical combat casualty care and those injuries most
seen by medics in the field. Graduates-all trained in simulated
combat environments-have an increased ability to control
bleeding, conduct airway management and treat chest wounds.
Combined with the experience provided by medics with
multiple combat deployments, the training of today’s medics
ensures that injured soldiers on the battlefield receive more
comprehensive care sooner than ever before.

care in different phases of the tactical mission: care under fire,
tactical field care and combat casualty evacuation care.”
Training includes hemorrhage control; airway management;
treatment of a variety of different types of penetrating trauma; IV
hypotensive fluid resuscitation; chemical, biological, radiological,
nuclear and explosive principles; and triage and evacuation
using both air and ground support. In addition, soldier medics
are taught force health protection measures and limited primary
care skills. Their training culminates with both situational and
field training exercises, where they must demonstrate individualand team-level medical skills. Upon completion of their training
they must be capable of managing trauma patients on the
battlefield.
“The 68W training culminates with a 12-day scenario that
is conducted in a field environment using demonstrations,
hands-on practical exercises and scenario-based training,” said
Col. William LaChance, 32nd Medical Brigade commander.
“This field training exercise includes an integration of
warrior tasks and battle drills, incorporating all medical tasks
in multiple scenario-driven events, to include the use of Mine
Resistant Ambush Protected (MRAP) ambulances and UH-60

Career Ops

Transformation and Preparation
To become combat medics, soldiers must complete a
grueling 16-week course at Ft. Sam Houston, TX, that begins
with a requirement to complete a national registry EMT
certification during the first eight weeks.
The Department of Combat Medic Training, part of the
232nd Medical Battalion, is one of 14 teaching departments
within the AMEDD Center and School Academy of Health
Sciences. The AHS provides and manages 315 programs of
instruction to officer, enlisted and foreign students, with a total
staff and faculty of 1,860 and an average daily student load of
4,900.
“The mission of the Army Medical Department Center and
School is to envision, design and train the Army’s medical force,
and the mission of the Department of Combat Medic Training is
to provide fundamental instruction in tactical battlefield medical
principles to prepare soldier combat medics to care for Soldiers
and other warriors,” said Rubenstein.
According to Don Parsons, deputy director of the Department
of Combat Medic Training, “These principles include providing
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helicopter mockups for students to become familiar with loading
and unloading casualties from these vehicles,” said LaChance.
“Scenario topics involve convoy operations, patrolling, military
operations in urban terrain, battalion aid station operations, and
chemical, biological, radioactive, nuclear and explosive mass
casualty exercises.”

“This effort will continue as the enemy’s tactics and weapons
evolve, and our ability to counter them and to save the lives of
soldiers, both before and after injury, evolves as well,” indicated
Chapa. “In many respects, the capability to actively study its own
performance and to rapidly implement changes in near-real time is
the hallmark of an AMEDD learning organization in the 21st century.”

During the FTX, battalion aid stations use advanced human
patient simulators in realistic and stressful training environments to
crawl, walk and run the soldier through individual and team, singleand multiple-casualty training events. This provides soldiers the
opportunity to become more familiar with the improved first-aid kit,
warrior aid and litter kit, which are incorporated into the scenariobased training.

Going Forward

“Each soldier and team is evaluated in daylight and limitedvisibility scenarios. These training events were developed using OIF
and OEF lessons learned with students receiving an on-the-spot
critique of what they performed well, and possible alternatives that
may produce a more positive outcome,” noted LaChance.

Invaluable Lessons Learned
Veteran medics, who serve as instructors, quickly incorporate
lessons learned from battlefield experiences into the training
programs, and share them within the AMEDD using resources
such as the Medical Warfighter Forum and the AMEDD Issue
Program (www.us.army.mil/suite/page/131414). Another forum
is the AMEDD Lessons Learned Forum (http://lessonslearned.
amedd.army.mil).
Using knowledge derived from their real-world experiences,
instructors teach students about hypothermia effects associated
with hypo/hyper fusion, or shock, and stress the use of tourniquets
and improvised tourniquets via a graded practical exercise.
Student medics also learn emergency intubation and ventilation
skills, although most airway training has been moved to the EMT
portion of the course.
The use of the combat gauze hemostatic dressing
as a means to control hemorrhage, as well as the
F.A.S.T.1 (sternal intraosseous device) to provide fluid
resuscitation when peripheral intravenous access is not
possible, have also been added to the instruction as a
graded exercise.
“Next to hemorrhage, tension pneumothorax, or
a collapsed lung, continues to be the second leading
cause of preventable battlefield death. Additional
practical exercises were added to the course to teach
techniques of managing penetrating trauma to the
chest with progressive respiratory distress,” said Parsons.

“TCCC involves tactical leaders who must understand the
interaction between good tactics and good medical care, and
combat medics whose skills and hands and equipment must get it
right to save lives,” noted Chapa.
Military research and development continues to produce new
medical devices, medications and treatment protocols as well.
The rapid fielding of these new items and practices throughout
the Army ensures that the benefits of new technologies are
available. Examples include bandages that directly promote blood
clotting from external wounds, small, portable fluid warmers to
prevent patients from becoming hypothermic and computer-aided
protocols for fluid resuscitation of severely burned soldiers.
Capturing and making use of the lessons learned in casualty
care requires a system to collect and analyze data-one that rapidly
identifies trends and insights, and quickly introduces them into
patient care.
To that end, DoD has developed a Joint Theater Trauma
Registry (JTTR) within the context of the Joint Theater Trauma
System (JTTS), a system stretching from the points of
injury in Iraq and Afghanistan to battalion aid stations,
forward surgical teams, combat support hospitals,
medical evacuation platforms, Landstuhl Regional
Medical Center in Germany and medical centers in the
U.S.-every level of the military health care system.

The JTTR now contains detailed information on tens
of thousands of patients. The JTTS, through regular
worldwide teleconferences and other collaboration
COL Daniel Chapa
Director, CDDD
processes, coordinates the care of patients at every
level in the continuum of care, ensuring the best
outcomes and rapid adoption of new insights into
patient care.

“Nine years into the war against terrorism, with tens of
thousands of battle casualties and more than 4,000 combat
deaths, the AMEDD has learned many lessons of combat casualty
care,” said Col. Daniel Chapa, Director of the Combat and Doctrine
Development Directorate.
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Chapa noted that three key drivers of change in the area of
combat casualty care include new concepts, new technologies
and systematic data analysis, and emphasized that the Army and
the joint-service environment continue to change and evolve. An
essential piece of this evolution, he said, has been the development
and adoption of the concept of tactical combat casualty care
(TCCC).

Chapa indicated that “Staying up with the continuous and rapid
changes in battlefield medical care helps to make every AMEDD
soldier a learning medic in a learning organization, dedicated to
conserving the fighting strength and saving lives in combat.”
More info: cs.amedd.army.mil
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From Desert Storm to Operation Enduring Freedom

A book by Patrick Thibeault, U.S. Army Medical Sergeant
(Ret) & Family Nurse Practitioner

• Advice for those who aspire to become Combat Medics
themselves one day.

Combat Medics are the unsung heroes of war. Hollywood
prefers to focus on the glamour of Special Operations units or
the spectacle of major battles. Combat Medics seldom make
the headlines. Yet without them, hundreds of thousands of
soldiers and innocent civilians alike would die on the battlefield,
never again to see their friends and families and country.

• The truth about Post-Traumatic Stress Syndrome (PTSD)
and how it affects veterans in particular. Learn why
conventional treatments for it don’t always work for those
subjected too long to the stresses of the battlefield.

A Unique Perspective

• The unique bonds infantry and communication soldiers
forge with combat medics.

My Journey As A Combat Medic: From Desert Storm to
Operation Enduring Freedom (IBJ Book Publishing, October
2011) by Patrick Thibeault offers a compelling, insider’s account
of what it is like to be a combat medic in time of war. Thibeault
narrates the harrowing moments combat medics endure as
they courageously rush into danger to save wounded soldiers
and civilians, their tender compassion in the face of brutality and
violence, and their unswerving dedication to making sure they
accomplish their mission and take care of the wounded.
“There is no job like that of an Army medic,” says Thibeault
“You will travel to places and see things that others can only
dream about. It is not an easy job, but it is a rewarding one. The
rewards are not badges, ribbons, or bonus money; the rewards
come from the good feeling you get from healing people. You will
learn new skills on the battlefield that doctors are not taught in
medical school yet. You will experience the highs when you save
a live. You will experience the lowest of lows when someone
dies on you.”
Among the many topics Thibeault discusses include:
• Discover what it takes to be a top-notch Combat Medic.
The training is long and rigorous. The Combat Medic must
constantly prepare for the worst. To do so, he or she must
not only know what to do in the heat of battlefield but also
stay mentally and physically fit on and off the battlefield.
• His experiences working in Task Force Phoenix helping
to train a deployable Afghan army that will take over as
American troops withdraw.

www.tacticaldefensemedia.com

• Growing up as an Army brat travelling around the world
during the Cold War era

The Cold Reality
“Bin Laden is dead, Al Qaeda is in shambles, and the
Taliban is weak, but we still have American fighting soldiers in
Afghanistan,” says Thibeault, who spent one year in Afghanistan.
“The nation of Afghanistan needs infrastructure so people can
have jobs and provide for their families. The Taliban took power
in the first place because of the instability in Afghanistan. We
want to end the war successfully. Ultimately the people of
Afghanistan have to take the lead in this; otherwise there is no
victory, regardless of definition. Victory in Afghanistan to me
would mean a stable government, even with corruption that
comes with it. Our enemies have been defeated but is it our job
to build this nation?”

From the Ashes
Amid the violence of war and the untold suffering it leaves
in its wake, the combat medic’s humanity and compassion
emerges as a bright beacon of hope. My Journey as a Combat
Medic: from Desert Storm to Operation Enduring Freedom is a
fascinating read that will entertain as well as educate readers
about a facet of war that is far too often overlooked.

contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com
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Propaq MD – Mission Ready
for Extreme Situations
As frontline Special Operations medics delivering
tactical combat casualty care, you have unique
requirements. The New Propaq® MD is designed
for CASEVAC missions in extreme environments.
It is the smallest and lightest technologically
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pacemaker feature on the market.
The rugged Propaq MD allows you to monitor
ECG, SpO2, NIBP, EtCO2, three invasive
pressures and two temperature channels, all
with a single battery lasting longer than six hours.
It also includes an NVG-friendly mode, and is
backwards compatible with existing Propaq and
ZOLL accessories.
For more information visit
www.zoll.com/propaqmd-ccc
or call 1-800-804-4356
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Commander’s Corner
Operationalizing
Next-Gen Aeromed
Evac Warriors
COL Christian R. Benjamin
Commander
U.S. Air Force School of Aerospace
Medicine (USAFSAM)
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH
Colonel Christian R. Benjamin is
Commander, U.S. Air Force School
of Aerospace Medicine (USAFSAM),
711th Human Performance Wing,
Air Force Research Laboratory,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio. USAFSAM is the premier
institute for research, education, and
worldwide operational consultation in
Aerospace Medicine. The school trains
about 6,000 Department of Defense, international and civilian
students each year.

Colonel Benjamin has more than 1,200 hours flying in a variety
of aircraft, including 125 combat hours in OIF and OPERATION
ENDURING FREEDOM.
COL Benjamin was interviewed by C&CC Editor Shean Phelps.

He previously served as Commander of Task Force MEDEast. Task Force MED-East supports operations in Eastern
and Northern Afghanistan. He also supported the 455th Air
Expeditionary Wing as the 455th Expeditionary Medical Group
Commander and Hospital Commander of the Craig Joint
Theater Hospital, a major referral hospital and aeromedical hub
for U.S. and coalition forces in Afghanistan.
Colonel Benjamin was born in McCall, Idaho. He was first
commissioned a second lieutenant upon entering the Health
Professions Scholarship Program in 1982. Following medical
school, he entered active duty as a captain in June 1986. He
has degrees from The College of William and Mary, Medical
College of Virginia, and Harvard School of Public Health.
Colonel Benjamin has completed residency training and
board-certification in family medicine and aerospace medicine.
He has held a variety of medical assignments, from clinical
practice in family medicine to operational practice in flight
medicine. He previously commanded a clinic, a hospital, a Field
Operating Agency, and an expeditionary hospital in OPERATION
IRAQI FREEDOM (OIF). As an active chief flight surgeon,
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C&CC: Please provide a brief history of USAFSAM and talk
about your role as Commander, USAFSAM.
COL Benjamin: The USAF School of Aerospace Medicine
traces its direct origins back to 1918, when the Medical
Research Laboratory of the Air Service was formed within the
U.S. Army Signal Corps at Hazelhurst Field, NJ. Given that
our organizational roots significantly predate the establishment
of the U.S. Air Force, we take great pride in being one of the
truly oldest units in the Air Force. In 1922, the unit was redesignated the School of Aviation Medicine and, in 1926,
moved to Brooks Field, TX. In 1931, the school again relocated,
this time across town to Randolph Field, TX, where it remained
for the next 28 years. During this period, as evidenced by the
green to blue uniform color change on our portrait gallery of past
commanders, the school transitioned from being an Army unit
to an Air Force unit.
In 1959, the school moved back to Brooks, now an Air Force
Base, and was re-designated the USAF School of Aerospace
Medicine (USAFSAM). Interestingly, John F. Kennedy’s last
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Commander’s Corner
for Operational Health in 2008 that the model became maximally
relevant. Concurrent with that merger, we were realigned under
the Air Force Research Laboratory, which further bolstered our
research mission. While putting people into cockpits seems on
the surface to be a relatively simple undertaking, many forget
that we still have much to learn about the physical and mental
rigors of flight on the human body. Protecting our airborne
Warriors from hypoxia, g-forces, temperature extremes, and
fatigue generates a constant stream of questions that have yet
to be answered.

USAFSAM students train using flight simulation equipment that replicates real-time
environmental conditions. (Air Force photo)

official act as President of the United States was to dedicate
the buildings of the school on 21 November 1963, after which
he boarded his flight from San Antonio to Dallas. In 2008,
USAFSAM joined the Air Force Research Laboratory as part of
the newly established 711th Human Performance Wing and,
in 2011, completed its BRAC-mandated move from the nowclosed Brooks City-Base, TX, to Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
The most recent Air Force Medical Service (AFMS) “Flight
Path” officially recognized USAFSAM as a group-equivalent
organization. Instead of being comprised of squadrons,
as are traditional Air Force groups, USAFSAM has various
Departments with missions across the academic, research, and
consultation spectra. As the 35th commander of USAFSAM, I
view my role as that of a player-coach in baseball. In that vein,
I have responsibilities to my teammates (the Department Chairs
and their staffs) as well as the owner (the Director of the 711th
Human Performance Wing). What makes this job fairly easy
is that USAFSAM is a highly sought assignment in the AFMS.
From the youngest Airmen to the most senior colonels, they all
are hand-picked from a deep pool of volunteers.
Therefore, I’ve found that my biggest contributions are to
empower the Department Chairs to do their jobs, provide an
environment in which they can exert their leadership, and ensure
they get sufficient resources in terms of personnel and budget.
That’s where my other role comes into play, that of subordinate
to the Wing Director. I highlight our accomplishments, prioritize
our needs, and make him as smart as he needs to be to carry
our banner in the higher echelons of Air Force and Defense
leadership.
C&CC: From a human-centric perspective, please discuss
the relatively recent transformation resulting in the
consolidation of research, education, operations under
USAFSAM.
COL Benjamin: Although USAFSAM has long performed in the
university-based triad of research, education, and operational
consultation, it was after our absorption of the Air Force Institute
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For example, consider the current issue of hypoxia-like events
among F-22 pilots; an enigmatic physiologic process that
resulted in the entire fleet of frontline fighters being grounded
for more than six months. Even after understanding what was
happening, we still had to determine why and, more importantly,
how to correct it once and for all. This reminds me of one
of the basic tenets of the concept of ‘human performance
optimization.’ While some might see this as a mandate to create
an ‘optimized’ human through genetics or pharmacology, we
are focusing our efforts toward optimizing the normal human’s
ability to perform normally in an abnormal environment. I’m
very happy to say that our research mission is synergistic with
the research done in other directorates of the 711th Human
Performance Wing and across the entire Air Force Research
Laboratory.
C&CC:
With advances in aeromedical and medical
evacuation techniques, how is USAFSAM leveraging these
capabilities to better prepare combat medics to “answer
the combat casualty call”?
COL Benjamin: Great question because it ties right into my
previous answer. A staggering truth is that, since the onset
of Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003, we have aeromedically
evacuated more than 55,000 wounded, ill or injured deployers
from the CENTCOM AOR back to definitive treatment centers
in Europe or the United States. Of those evacuated, less than
30 did not survive the trip and most of those were expectant
casualties where survival was not expected. While any in-flight
deaths are too many, we take great pride in directly contributing
to this very low, and decreasing, mortality rate.
Aeromedical evacuation (AE) is a perfect example of how our
education, research, and consultation missions are being
operationalized to save lives by both military and civilian
providers. For instance, we have geographically separate units
(termed Centers for Sustainment for Trauma and Readiness
Skills (C-STARS)) at three high-volume civilian trauma centers
at which we train doctors, nurses, and technicians in the latest
trauma care techniques immediately prior to their deployment.
Those sites are the R. Adams Cowley Shock Trauma Center
in Baltimore, Maryland; the University of Cincinnati Hospital in
Cincinnati, Ohio; and the St. Louis University Medical Center in
St Louis, Missouri. At each of these sites, medical predeployers
are put through a rigorous, two-week immersion during which
they provide care for real trauma patients and experience real-
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Commander’s Corner
time simulation in aeromedical evacuation equipment and
techniques. The USAFSAM cadre, in addition to providing this
unique training, conducts robust research protocols alongside
their civilian counterparts in the latest trauma care techniques.
In conjunction with our C-STARS platforms, we train more than
150 flight nurses and 200 aeromedical technicians each year right
here at Wright-Patterson AFB. An even more intense program is
our Critical Care Air Transport Team (CCATT) program in which
we train more than 160 tri-service and international medical
providers on the cutting edge of how to bring casualties out of
harm’s way using intensive care techniques during transport.
This truly is the most advanced AE training in the world and
is being leveraged by the National Disaster Medical System to
enhance critical care responses following homeland disasters.
C&CC: From an enterprising perspective, how is the
USAFSAM, in partnership with Air Force and Army Research
Laboratories, working to promote partnering with industry
in delivering more effective and efficient know-how to the
combat medical Warfighter?
COL Benjamin: This is a timely question as it relates to how we
are continuing our research mission amidst an unprecedented
national budget crisis. Research, much like preventive medicine,
is an endeavor that takes time—sometimes many years—to
result in tangible payoffs at the point of delivery. For that reason,
research and preventive medicine frequently take inordinate
budget cuts during economic downturns as they are seen as
either non-essential or easy to make up when funds are more
available. We have successfully competed for rarer dollars by
being extraordinarily good stewards of the taxpayers money and
by consistently awarding research funds to recipients based on
their capabilities and expertise rather than by which Service they
most directly represent.
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Furthermore, no research dollars are spent without first doing an
extensive search to ensure that we are not duplicating work that’s
already been done elsewhere. As the structure of your question
indicates, there are two categorical types of funds we compete
for when planning our research activities. The first are Science
and Technology (S&T) funds which are allocated through the
Air Force Research Laboratory and represent virtually all of the
‘line’ or nonmedical research conducted by the Air Force. The
second, much smaller, funding stream is that which is allocated
from the Defense Health Program (DHP) through the Office
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs. DHP
funds are closely monitored by Congress and must be spent in
direct support (to include research) to US military beneficiaries.
The fact that these funds are channeled through OSD provides
an automatic joint review of research programs and desired
outcomes.
Although much of USAFSAM’s research is accomplished ‘inhouse’ by our staff, some is conducted by various civilian partner
institutions. For instance, we have robust research relationships
with the Mayo Clinic, the Cleveland Clinic, Battelle Memorial
Institute, and the Wyle Corporation. The decision as to who
accomplishes the research is based on comparative advantage;
that is, who is best positioned to spend the research dollars
most efficiently and arrive at the quickest practical outcome.
C&CC: What are some of the key challenges you see
facing the USAFSAM looking ahead with U.S. forces facing
increasingly asymmetric and austere combat environments?
COL Benjamin: Of course, the easy answer to any question
relating to future problems centers on the current budget situation.
Maintaining our support across the entire spectrum of activities
will require difficult decisions and mission prioritizations. Amidst
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all the uncertainty surrounding future budgets, the only
thing I feel sure of is that, whatever missionspace we
are assigned, we will do it with our usual skill and
professionalism.
Beyond that important generalization, your
question deserves a few specifics. Although I
previously highlighted aeromedical evacuation as
one of our success stories, we will never, and should
never, be completely satisfied with our capabilities.
One of the most unfortunate attributes of an ‘austere
combat environment’ is that you must transport casualties out
of the area before you’re able to provide comprehensive care.

Another mission area worth highlighting is our
Aeromedical Consultation Service. Those folks focus
on aircrew selection and performance optimization.
In doing so, they accomplish more than 550 initial
Flying Class I physicals each year and evaluate
more than 1,000 medically grounded aviators—
eventually bringing at least 80 percent of them
back to flying duties! Additionally, our aerospace
physiologists train more than 1,500 aviators in the
altitude chamber and the centrifuge. Finally, experts within
this Department are indispensible members of the on-going
F-22 oxygen generation system issue.

Therefore, the AE mission is one that will always be in our
crosshairs. Another area requiring continuous improvement is
medical surveillance. Unless we do a good job of monitoring
our various beneficiary populations for both health and disease,
we will never be able to identify opportunities to intervene and
improve overall health. Remember, the definition of health
is not just ‘the absence of disease.’ We are all functioning in
various states of pathology; therefore, the concept of health is
the ability to function normally and happily amidst those disease
states. Our epidemiology folks are charged with maintaining
awareness of how military service affects the health of our force
and intervening, when necessary. This is an inherently tough
task that is exacerbated by austere environments.

Early in 2011, we deployed our entire Air Force Radiation
Assistance Team (AFRAT) to Japan in support of Operation
TOMODACHI, during which they provided radiation safety
assessments for US military personnel in the AOR as well as for
the Government of Japan. The AFRAT truly is a national asset,
accomplishing unique radiological assessments that cannot be
done elsewhere at any cost.

Finally, as the aerospace platforms of the Air Force evolve, so
must our efforts to understand and enhance the human interface
with the aviation environment. New and emerging technologies
make it possible to develop aircraft which exceed human
tolerances. As well, we are employing more remotely piloted
vehicles, and the selection process for those who operate them
is much more difficult than initially envisioned. These processes
absolutely must reflect objective measurements rather than the
subjective. Again, this will be an area of research for decades
to come.
C&CC: Feel free to discuss any accomplishments and/or
current/long-term objectives USAFSAM has achieved/is
working to bring to fruition.
COL Benjamin: I can tell you right now that we don’t have enough
room for me to discuss USAFSAM’s accomplishments in any
justifiable detail, but I’ll winnow the list and give a few highlights.
First and foremost, the students we graduate go on to take care
of the Air Force’s Warriors and their families. USAFSAM’s motto
is “Volanti Subvenimus,” which translates from the Latin as “to
care for those who fly.” We graduate more than 7,000 students
each year in various Aerospace Medicine career fields such as
Flight Medicine, Public Health, Bioenvironmental Engineering,
and Flight Nursing—all of which epitomize that motto every
day. Within these specialties, we provide education across the
academic spectrum from the enlisted apprentices right out of
basic training to Graduate Medical Education in occupational
health, preventive medicine, and aerospace medicine.
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Our Epidemiology Surveillance Laboratory is the Air Force’s sole
clinical reference laboratory, performing more than 6,000 clinical
tests EACH DAY for forces worldwide. Each of these samples
comes to us through the US Mail or other overnight delivery
systems; you should see our mail receipt facility! We accomplish
all the HIV tests for the entire Air Force as well as those for other
Services and are certified by the World Health Organization as
the DoD Executive Agent for the Global Influenza Surveillance
Program.
If these on-going accomplishments were not enough, my final
testament to the professionalism and dedication to the folks
assigned to USAFSAM is that, during 2010 and 2011, all these
missions were executed during the BRAC-mandated move
from San Antonio, TX, to Dayton, OH without missing a class
or dropping a lab sample or failing to support the field. And
USAFSAM’s move across the continent, into this $238M/770K
ft2 facility was accomplished not only on time, but in an incredible
90 days ahead of schedule.
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PROPAQ®: ADVANCED
MONITORING CAPABILITY,
ROBUST DATA MANAGEMENT
ZOLL Medical Corporation, a leader in medical
care products delivery, offers next-generation
equipment to address on-site combat and
special operations forces medical needs.
By Andrew E. Fleischacker, Director of Military Programs

ZOLL Medical Corporation has partnered with the U.S. military
for over 30 years, with an emphasis on advancing resuscitation and
critical care technology. ZOLL offers products for defibrillation and
monitoring, circulation and CPR feedback, data management, fluid
resuscitation, and temperature management.
The latest additions to ZOLL’s military portfolio are the Propaq
MD Monitor/Defibrillator and the Propaq M Monitor, next generation
versions of the Propaq Encore 206 Monitor, with more advanced
monitoring parameters and robust data communications. With
over 12,000 Propaq monitors in use throughout the U.S. and NATO
militaries, Propaq is the trusted and proven standard of care vital
signs monitor.
The Propaq MD is now offered as a component in the
USSOCOM TCCC CASEVAC set provided by Tribalco, LLC. The
CASEVAC set combines patient access capabilities, mobility,
and critical care components unique to supporting U.S. Special
Operations Forces in far forward and austere environments where
definitive medical support is not available.

Trusted and Proven
The Propaq MD/M was developed specifically to meet the
unique needs of the military worldwide. Development of this product
was a joint undertaking between the Department of Defense and a
cooperative arrangement between Welch Allyn and ZOLL.
ZOLL’s Propaq MD/M provides everything the military expects
from the trusted and proven Propaq, plus more. The Propaq
MD/M both come with 12-lead capability, two continuous
temperatures, motion-tolerant NIBP, and more importantly, three
invasive pressures. For those who have always desired a Propaq
with defibrillation and pacing, there is the Propaq MD. No longer
is there a need to deploy with a vital signs monitor, defibrillator, and
an ICP monitor.
The Propaq MD provides all this capability and more in a single
device. The Propaq MD/M operates continuously with a long battery
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Industry Partner:

life (over 7.5 hrs. with the Propaq M) and its “hot swappable” battery
design is unique to the ZOLL Propaqs. ZOLL has also incorporated
the “Best in Class” NIBP, SpO2 and EtCO2 technology to provide
key clinical data that improves patient care and ensures reliable and
accurate data capture.
Backwards compatibility is vital to any deployed technology.
ZOLL, a partner with the military for over 30 years, understands this
need. Most accessories for both the Propaq 206 and ZOLL CCT
are compatible with the Propaq MD and Propaq M.

Compact Yet Rugged
Minimizing size, weight and cube is critical for the military. The
new ZOLL Propaqs are no exception. The Propaq MD is 60
percent smaller and 40 percent lighter than other similar monitor/
defibrillators. Propaq is synonymous with ruggedness.
Designed for the austere environment, both the Propaq MD and
M have an IP55 rating, which is industry’s highest ingress protection
against water and dust. The extra-large multifunction display,
with normal, daylight, and NVG settings, allows optimal viewing
regardless of the operating environment. Additionally, the Propaq
MD offers a robust data management capability integrated into the
most fully featured monitor/defibrillation on the market today.

Advanced Data
Communication of critical vital signs data is essential to improving
patient outcomes. Even more important is the quality of the vital
signs data being transmitted. The Propaq MD/M addresses both
of these needs. ZOLL has provided, for the first time, a monitor/
monitor-defibrillator with an open data architecture, ideal for the
communication needs of the military. Data is easily transmitted from
the Propaq using either a wired or wireless connection.
By partnering with key data integration companies, ZOLL can
offer the ideal telemedicine solution needed in today’s theatre of
operations. Data from the ZOLL Propaq MD/M can either transfer
to an electronic information carrier (EIC) and remain with the patient,
or the data can be transmitted to the receiving facility prior to the
arrival of the wounded warrior. It is our goal to help facilitate the
transfer of the complete medical record flowing into the military’s
EMR system.

More info: www.zoll.com
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MedTech
Insect Attack Neutralization
Therapik® is a small, portable, hand-held, battery-powered device. It measures
approximately 3cm x 3cm x 10cm and weighs less than four ounces, including the
battery. The heat is initiated by use of a simple, non-locking, finger or thumb activated
on/off switch. Heat is produced as long as the switch is depressed; when pressure
on the switch is released, the circuit is interrupted and heat is no longer produced.
Therapik® is based on a very simple, scientifically proven principle. Most insect
venom is thermolabile (sensitive to heat). Therapik®’s patented technology delivers
heat in the specific temperature range necessary to neutralize the venom from over
20,000 different species of insects and sea creatures.
The source of the infrared heat is a small electric bulb with a nominal voltage
rating of 5 volts. The bulb is driven by a user replaceable 9-volt alkaline battery, which
effectively overdrives the bulb to produce an energy output of approximately 1.25
watts.
More info: www.therapik.com

Combat
Medic Training
Consortium
The MU School of Medicine
has received a $5.3 million federal
grant from DoD to research the
most effective methods of combat
medic training.
To carry out the research,
MU has created the MU Combat
Casualty Training Consortium,
which consists of 30 subject matter
experts who will both participate
in the research project and meet
quarterly over the next 24 months
to help provide insight, expertise
and oversight to all areas of this
project.
The research will be done on
three sites across the country,
including MU, the University of
Alabama-Birmingham and the
University of South Florida. The
team will analyze different ways to
train combat medics. It will then
present a standard curriculum for
the training of combat medics to
the U.S. Army Medical Research
and Material Command, said
Stephen Barnes, MU CCTC
principal investigator and chief of
division of acute care surgery at
the MU School of Medicine.

Cancer Research Study Targets
Tumor-Secreted Exosomes
Aethlon Medical, Inc., developer of therapeutic filtration devices to address
infectious disease and cancer, announced today that a cancer research study
to test the ex vivo effectiveness of the Aethlon Hemopurifier® to capture tumorsecreted exosomes from the blood of advanced-stage cancer patients has received
institutional review board approval to begin studies at the Sarcoma Oncology
Center, based in Santa Monica, California.
The study will enroll up to 25 patients with metastatic cancer, including those
with non-small cell lung cancer, prostate cancer, melanoma, head and neck cancer,
and sarcoma. Testing of blood samples provided by three enrolled sarcoma patients
has already been initiated. The study goal is to establish the first validation that a
medical device, the Aethlon Hemopurifier®, can effectively capture tumor-secreted
exosomes from the blood of cancer patients. Successful study outcomes would
provide a basis for follow-on human treatment studies in cancer patients.
More info: www.aethlonmedical.com
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“Once we have determined
what the best way to train a combat
medic in these life-saving skills
and procedures (is), I anticipate
that those training modalities will
one day be utilized by medical
schools across the country and
probably first here at the University
of Missouri,” Barnes said.
The grant will be used
to evaluate the comparative
effectiveness of different training
modalities used in the training of
first responders on the battlefield.
More info: www.medicine.
missouri.edu/cctc
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MedTech
Central Venous
Catheters
Cook Medical’s central venous
catheters (CVCs) will be available
to the members served by
Novation, the supply contracting
company for more than 30,000
members of VHA Inc., UHC, and
Provista. This expands nationwide
access to these devices through
one of the industry’s leading
health care supply contracting
companies.
The contract includes access
to Cook’s comprehensive CVC
product
offering,
including
Spectrum® minocycline and
rifampin impregnated catheters.
“We are pleased that our
relationship
with
Novation
continues to grow as we add
another business division to
its distribution network,” said
Dan Sirota, vice president and
business unit leader of Cook
Medical’s Critical Care and
Interventional Radiology divisions.
“Our Spectrum central venous
catheter sets have been shown
to minimize the risk of catheterrelated bloodstream infections
(CRBSIs).”
An estimated 78,000 patients
are infected with CRBSIs in the
U.S. annually with an average
cost estimated at $16,550 to treat
per infection. Two decades of
evidence, including more than 21
peer-reviewed studies and metaanalyses, confirm that minocycline
and rifampin catheters are the
most effective tool available to
prevent CRBSIs. In addition,
Spectrum CVCs meet the newly
released recommendations from
the CDC for reducing CRBSI if
maximal sterile barrier precautions
haven’t helped a facility reach its
goal.

Surgical Sterilization
DHS Technologies LLC, a leading manufacturer in shelter solutions for the
military and emergency responders, today announced a new fabric solution for its
line of DRASH shelters. The new fabric, XYTEX 500™, will offer 99.99% protection
against microbes and other disease-causing microorganisms that come in contact
with it. The World Health Organization recognizes microbes and the infections they
spread as a leading cause of death in the world today.
“The next-generation of DRASH shelters will be a game changer for the shelter
industry,” says A. Jon Prusmack, President and CEO for DHS Technologies. “We
have always built superior shelters. Now, we offer a significant feature that provides
tremendous benefits to the soldier.”

Microbe Killer
XYTEX 500™ employs a unique nanotechnology that is the first of its kind in the
military shelter industry. The interior shelter cover features a proprietary formulation
of nano size spikes that is ingrained into the fabric. These spikes lie on the fabric
surface to puncture the cell walls of invading microbes. Upon contact, it pierces the
microbes’ cell membranes, ultimately killing them.
XYTEX 500™ is also fire retardant, water repellent and resistant to abrasion and
ultra violet rays. A permanent antimicrobial, it guards against mold, mildew and
fungus enabling fabrics to stay cleaner between scheduled routine maintenance and
when in storage after a deployment.
More info: www.drash.com

More info:
www.cookmedical.com
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BIO-ELECTRIC WOUND CARE:
Controlling Pain and Infection

Warrior Wound Care, a leading supplier of
wound treatment products, recently introduced
the latest in its line of bio-electric dressing
technology; promoting healing, reducing
infection, and battling pain in one electricallycharged application.
By K.L. Davis, Director of Operations

We have known for centuries that the human body produces
and uses electrical currents for every step of function and
development... the new Bio-Electric dressings from Warrior
Wound Care (WWC) have perfected battlefield portable
electrophysiology treatment with some very surprising benefits.
In 1780, Italian scientist Luigi Galvani discovered that
electricity flows through the bodies of animals... In the following
century, German physiologist Emil Du-Bois Reymond showed
the presence of electrical current in nerves and at the site of
wounds. Today there is extensive research and use of electrical
current to promote and speed the healing of wounds.

Bio-electric Wound Healing
Electric stimulation as a means for wound healing has been
recognized as safe and effective in many studies and has been
used successfully to reduce risk of infection, decrease pain
and inflammation, and enhance wound healing. Endogenous
electrical activity is normally present between cells in mammalian

skin. With skin injury, physiologic electrical activity helps cells
migrate throughout the wound site.
This electrical signal is essential to the cascade of reactions
and processes required to achieve wound healing. Studies show
that cells are transported along electrical current lines which
are generated in wounds. Likewise, numerous studies have
shown that external electric current is lethal to electrically-charged
microbes which cause wound-related infection, while providing
beneficial stimuli to wound healing in the host.
The new bio-electric dressings from WWC bring this technology
to a super-simple package: the dressing itself is printed with
metallic dots and uses the body’s electrolytes to make essentially
a small, flexible battery; this battery produces a small electrical
current.
This electrical charge primarily promotes the healing of the
wound, controlling and stimulating the migration of cells to the
wound surface, there is also a proven reduction in infection while
using the WWC Bio-Electric Dressing; but there is a third benefit,
one that is attracting a lot of interest and studies.
There have been many reports from patients using the WWC
Bio-Electric Dressing that there is a remarkable mitigation of pain
at the wound site – in some cases it is reported that there is a
complete elimination of pain. While there are literally dozens of
anecdotal claims from people using the Bio-Electric Dressing,
there are also documented clinical studies that substantiate these
claims.

BIO-ELECTRIC DRESSING PARTIAL THICKNESS BURN
TREATMENT AFTER COSMETIC LASER FACIAL RESURFACING
By Ian Parker, DO, Scottsdale, AZ and
Amy Ho, BS, Chandler, AZ

Wound aftercare is essential to improve re-epithelialization
and reduce the severity of side effects and persistent
complications. A growing body of research documents the
efficacy of electrical stimulation in the management of partial
and full-thickness wounds. A novel bioelectric, antimicrobial
dressing that generates a sustained electrical microcurrent on
the surface of the device has been observed to accelerate
healing and decrease pain.
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Methods
Laser resurfacing procedures produce a partial thickness
burn, resulting in unfavorable side effects including significant
pain, erythema, swelling, exudate, eschar formation, peeling,
and skin discoloration. Less common, but more severe side
effects include blistering, persistent thermal damage, scarring,
altered skin pigmentation, and infections.
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A controlled, randomized pilot study was conducted to
determine the safety and efficacy of a bioelectrical wound
dressing in the treatment of partial thickness burns after cosmetic
laser facial resurfacing. Thirty patients were randomized into two
groups; the control group was treated with a topical petrolatum
based skin ointment* and dressings, and the study group was
treated with a moistened bioelectric total contact face mask,
covered with a neoprene mask. The dressings were changed
every three days. Subjective pain levels, wound assessments,
and use of pain medications were documented.

mild discomfort. No complications (including herpes outbreaks)
were noted with the use of the bioelectric dressing.
Warrior Wound Care is participating in ongoing tests with the
U.S. Military and other offices within DoD to further document
the elimination or reduction of wound pain without narcotics,
through the use of the bio-electric dressings.
contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com

Results
The control group healed in 9 days, whereas the study
group healed in 4 days, representing an accelerated healing of
55%. At 2 days post-procedure, patients treated with bioelectric
wound care experienced decreased erythema and edema levels
as compared to controls. Patients treated with a bioelectric
dressing experienced a 74.1% reduction in pain levels as
compared to the control group (8.2% reduction), and required
no narcotics as compared to the control group (100% narcotic
analgesic use). 22.2% of the study group utilized over the
counter analgesics such as acetaminophen and ibuprofen for

For your complimentary
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website at tacticaldefensemedia.com

The U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is leading DoD efforts
to bring the latest advances to the field.

Plasma Sterilization of Wounds
and Medical Devices
DARPA’s Plasma Sterilization of Wounds and Medical Devices
program is investigating the ability of a plasma or partially
ionized gas to kill pathogenic bacteria on the surface of the
skin, leading to improved wound healing and reduction of
secondary infections.
Preliminary research indicates that a nonthermal, atmospheric
pressure plasma can drastically reduce a wide range of
pathogenic bacteria placed on skin surrogates in controlled
experiments. By investigating how these results translate to
living skin, the program will build the foundation for a novel
medical technology.
More info: jon.mogford@darpa.mil

Antibiotic Replacement Ahead
With widespread overuse of antibiotic drugs, disease-causing
bacteria are evolving resistance at an alarming rate, making it
much harder, and at times impossible, to wipe them out. As
such, DARPA is eyeing an innovative solution to the problem:
Rather than struggling to make better antibiotics, ditch them
altogether. It may be time to start killing bacteria a whole new
way.
The agency issued a call for proposals to develop a system
of bacteria-beating drugs based on siRNAs, tiny scraps of
genetic material that turn genes on and off. The idea is to
hitch siRNAs onto a nanoparticle, which can make its way into
the bacterial cell. What’s more, DARPA wants siRNAs ”whose
sequence and objective can be reprogrammed ‘on-the-ﬂy’ to
inhibit multiple targets within multiple classes of pathogens,”
meaning they can be easily tweaked and tailored in the lab
to combat a new bacteria or virus, be it a naturally emerging
disease or a carefully designed bioweapon.
More info: www.darpa.mil
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Taking the Heat Off

Military combat forces and first responders face environmental stressors
that challenge proper body temperature regulation and hydration. Some
companies are answering the call to bring much needed relief.
By Shean Phelps, C&CC Editor

Our country’s military and ﬁrst responder communities train hard and work
hard. Unfortunately, one of the most common issues encountered during
training and operations is temperature regulation. Even though the education
around the importance of hydration is as thoroughly and widely disseminated
as ever, hydration alone does not completely mitigate the occurrences of heat
casualties. Heat cramps, heat exhaustion and heat stroke are all caused by
a combination of dehydration and the rise of the body’s core temperature
beyond what its autonomic nervous system’s regulatory system can handle.

Harness would have much broader application
than first conceived.

Body-Cool
By Shaun D.
Newton, Chief
Medical Officer,
Body-Cool LLC

After witnessing
a horrific sports
injury, the Body-Cool
C.E.O and inventor,
Michael Amalfi, had
the brilliant idea to
Shaun D. Newton
create a high speed
CMO
disposable device
that could aid in rapidly lowering the body’s
core temperature by means of external thermal
transference. As we began to develop the
device from concept into prototype, it became
increasingly apparent that the new Body-Cool
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The Device
The Body-Cool Harness is an over-thecounter, single-use, non-sterile device. It is
a harness that securely positions disposable
chemical cold packs to a patient to facilitate
rapid thermal transference. Thermal transference
is defined as heat flow in a body to or from
the external surroundings by conduction,
convection or radiation. The byproduct of thermal
transference, when employed for external cold
therapy, is the reduction of pain and swelling
due to sprains, strains and contusions as well
as a decrease in core temperature. When an
activated Body-Cool Harness comes in contact
with the patient it begins to absorb heat from
the patient’s body through thermal transference.
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Military Application
Having had the honor of serving as a U.S. Navy and Marine
Corps hospital corpsman, my thoughts when developing new
medical devices in the civilian world are always underpinned
with the question “How can this device benefit service men
and women?” Often times it is difficult to deduce exactly how
a new medical device will fare when put into use in military field
operations. Will it be rugged, light and, reliable enough? Will
it be easy to deploy and use? The Body-Cool Harness was
designed at each step with these questions in mind. The initial
distribution of the new Body-Cool Harness is to the civilian
medical first responder community and a unit that addresses
the unique challenges of combat field use is coming soon.

Treatment
Our military’s hospital corpsman and medics, as well as
civilian first responders typically handle these casualties with a
bolus of I.V. fluid to address dehydration but have less effective
means of combating the core temperature issues. First we
attempt to remove the casualty from the environment then
administer I.V. therapy as soon as possible. Next we would
usually apply ice or cold packs (if available) to the key areas of
the groin, axilla, neck and head.
The key to manual temperature regulation is speed but
we walk a tightrope in this management process. To bring the
patient’s hydration and temperature under control as quickly as
possible I.V. therapy, external cold therapy and environmental
control must all be used in concert. The Body-Cool Harness
exponentially improves the speed in which external cold therapy
can be delivered to the patient thus providing the responder with
much needed time to focus on administering I.V. therapy and
improving the environmental factors which impact temperature
regulation.

and electrolytes as the body needs them. CeraSport is glutenfree, contains no added simple sugars and may be consumed
before, during or after any exercise regimen or training event. It
is clinically proven to promote fast and sustained fluid absorption
which compares to traditional glucose-based products, which
all work only with short and quick bursts. CeraSport’s system
eliminates common bloating, cramping and other bothersome
side effects that occur with most popular sugary sports drinks.

Time-released Protection
The U.S. Army Ranger School at Fort Benning, Georgia, has
been using CeraSport for their training to prevent dehydration
and reduce heat related injuries which can result in an emergency
evacuation of a student. The CeraSport system ensures that all of
the Soldiers are properly hydrated throughout the duration of one
of the toughest courses in the armed forces. CeraSport prevents
heat related incidents which can happen during the high energy
needed by those training on the Ranger course. CeraSport also
is routinely used in Airborne School and many of the other training
courses at Fort Benning.
Many soldiers from different units and installations have been
using CeraSport because it is a preventative tool. There have
been outstanding results in keeping soldiers and leaders hydrated
and focused on their mission, rather than working on how to
treat heat casualties. Those that become dehydrated can be a
problem for the whole unit, causing stoppage of training, and
those who are in combat situations are causing risks to others
besides themselves if they are dehydrated.
Anyone with even mild dehydration may not think as clearly
as someone who is fully hydrated: in both training and in combat,
dehydration and heat-injury can lead to serious problems—
problems which can be prevented easily by drinking the right
fluid, such as CeraSport, to replace both fluids and electrolytes.
CeraSport Oral Hydration drinks and powders should be
considered a reliable option to mitigate the risk of dehydration
and heat related injuries when conducting any type of training

Liquid Cool
By SGM (Ret) George
Gurrola, Director, Military and
Government Operations
Cera Products, Inc.

For heat related injuries,
especially
during
combat
operations or training in hot
weather, it would be a good idea
to consider CeraSport®, the allnatural rice-based electrolyte
SGM (Ret) George Gurrola
replacement drink. Not only does
Director
CeraSport prevent dehydration,
but it also sustains energy by releasing the electrolytes not just
quickly but also in a timed released way. This is because its
patented mixed chain carbohydrate and electrolyte blend has
short, medium, and long chains to release the carbohydrates
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or combat operations that may cause the Soldier to dehydrate
due to high intensity activity. “As a former U.S. Army veteran, I
wish CeraSport had been available during my tenure in the Army.
Especially while training and conducting combat operations.”

SOF-ready Too
Special Forces units have been relying on Cera’s product line
not only for the prevention of heat casualties, but also for the
flexibility of the easy-to-carry powder packets. A soldier can easily
stay hydrated in the field, needing only water to mix the solution.
“One of our most recent experiences with CeraSport and
the military was with a unit rotating through Ft. Polk last year in
August 2011. Bottom line, a prior unit rotating thru the same
training and from the same area, ended up with over 26 heat
casualties.”
The next visiting unit came from a cold environment for
training at Ft. Polk, Louisiana, where temperatures were over
100 degrees Fahrenheit and were very humid, as is typical in
Louisiana. Leaders gave all 300 soldiers CeraSport ORS, and
found that the unit that used CeraSport accomplished all of its
training without one heat related injury.

Combustion Cool
By Jeffery J. Sheldon, Chief
Executive Officer, EMIT Corporation

While on military deployment
in the Middle East with a forward
surgical team, Charles J. Cox, Jr.,
M.D., Chairman of Pediatric Trauma
at UT Health, became frustrated
with the inability of available
products to adequately treat
wounded soldiers experiencing
Jeffery J. Sheldon
CEO
hypothermia, or prone to become
hypothermic following infusion of
cold fluids or blood during fluid resuscitation, while awaiting
evacuation, or during transport to more definitive care. Upon
his return to the states, Dr. Cox began working with Brijesh
S. Gill, M.D., Trauma Surgeon at UT Health and trained
biomedical engineer, to create a solution for the identified
military capability gap. With initial funding from the Army
Telemedicine and Advanced Technology Research Center
(TATRC), Dr. Cox and Dr. Gill co-invented a device utilizing a
proprietary flameless hydrocarbon combustion process and
internal counter-flow heat exchanger to prevent inducement
of hypothermia.
In January of 2009, EMIT Corporation was launched
and funded by Jeffery J. Sheldon, serial entrepreneur and
founder of CitareTx Investment Partners venture capital
fund/business incubator, with the express intent to develop
and commercialize the technology. “Funding provided by
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TATRC was important to us, as it confirmed the limitation of
existing technology and further articulated the need to find a
viable solution for our military,” stated Mr. Sheldon.
In May of 2011, EMIT Corporation received FDA clearance
for the HypothermX™ HX100 Blood and Fluid Warming
Device and commercialization has begun.

The Device
The HypothermX™ HX100 is the first entirely disposable,
light weight (< 3.0 lbs), portable, long-term (>4 hours
continuous use) solution to offer actual therapeutic warming
in the field for patients experiencing hypothermia. The device
is capable of warming up to 5 liters of saline infused at 15°
C and 15 units of packed red blood cells infused at 5° C to
a set-point of 38° C ± 3° C with infusion rates between 50
and 200 ml/min. Heating is accomplished via a proprietary
flameless hydrocarbon combustion process fueled with an
isobutane/propane mixture.

Military Application
A need to quickly stabilize a wounded soldier at the
point of injury, while waiting on an evacuation platform,
and during transport is imperative. Provision of cold fluids
during resuscitation is a significant problem and can result
in hypothermia. In fact, dropping core temperature to 35° C
or below has been shown to result in a mortality rate eight
times higher than those who remain normothermic.
The austere environments and ever changing/more
demanding terrains often increase evacuation times, further
exacerbating the problem. Warming devices need to operate
without AC power and for extended periods. More importantly,
heating must occur in extreme environmental conditions
and provide sufficient heating to prevent hypothermia.
Battery chemistries and size limits their heating capability
and effectiveness. Only hydrocarbon combustion provides
the requisite energy density to liberate enough heat, in a
controlled manor, and during an extended period of time to
overcome the challenge.
“The HypothemX™ HX100 is an ideal blood and fluid
warming solution and we look forward to seeing our products
used by all military branches, during each and every mission,
and for all our wounded warriors,” stated Mr. Sheldon.
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U.S. Army Simulation and
Training Technology Center
The Medical Simulation Research Team at the
U.S. Army Simulation & Training Technology
Center (STTC) researches solutions to the
educational needs of Army medics and other
military first responders and care givers.
By STTC Medical Simulation Research Team (Ms. Beth Pettitt;
Mr. Jack Norfleet; Dr. Teresita Sotomayor; Mrs. Christine Allen;
Mr. Bill Pike; Mr. Matthew Hackett; Ms. Sandra Dickinson; Mr.
Matthew Challberg)

Comprising five major laboratory programs including
intelligent technologies for training, synthetic environments,
immersive learning, advanced distributed simulation and training
application environments, the U.S. Army Medical Simulation and
Training Center or STTC has been tackling the most challenging
medical simulation and training problems for almost fifteen years
now. Working closely with instructors at various schoolhouses
and training centers, the STTC has identified gaps in current
training and technologies.

Med Sim Evolution
Over the past decade, the STTC has been known for the
genesis of the wireless patient simulator. Previously, patient
simulators were tethered to large racks of equipment. While
quite robust in their abilities to simulate a variety of lifethreatening conditions, these simulators could not be moved.
Combat first responders are trained to remove the injured from
the line of fire.
With the development of the Standalone Patient Simulator
(SAPS), medics were able to move the simulator from the line of
fire. The initial prototype also earned airworthiness certification,
so the same patient simulator can be used from point of injury
throughout tactical combat casualty care, through medical
evacuation and into initial hospital treatment phases.
While visiting multiple training sites, STTC sensed a need
to improve severe trauma simulations – both man-worn and
manikin-worn. The STTC undertook a dedicated research effort
and developed a family of prosthetics that emulate a broad
range of traumatic injuries seen in combat. This effort also
spawned an on-going research effort in the use of simulated
odors, both to help caregivers adapt to malodors and to train
the cues that could be triggered by odors.
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As instructors are often leery of using an expensive patient
simulator to train individual tasks, STTC has supported such
needs through developing part-task trainers. HAPMED is an
example. It simulates a human arm and is used for tourniquet
application training. By increasing the amount of pressure the
tourniquet must apply, HAPMED simulates a range of muscular/
fat compositions.
The STTC has also explored lower-technology approaches
to training. Card games for Combat Medics and Combat
Lifesavers, and the Individual First Aid Kit have been successful
and shown to support training.

Trainers at the Fore
Two simulators received a good deal of visibility at the
recent Interservice/Industry Training, Simulation, and Education
Conference (I/ITSEC). Both the Vehicle Extrication (V-Xtract) and
Multiple Amputee Trauma Trainer (MATTTM) arose from STTC
researchers taking requirements from instructors and exploring
how to fill their needs.
The V-Xtract gives small units the capability to train for
vehicular extrication of injured personnel. It offers easy setup
and teardown, and can be configured in multiple ways. Based
on the HMMWV chassis, it is in essence a combat vehicle that
can be rolled and locked on its side or top, as well as on its
tires. Doors can be combat locked or jammed shut. A panel
simulating a crushed roof can be installed in less than a minute,
creating a more challenging scenario. Patient simulators can be
buckled into the front seats in either 3- or 5-point harnesses.
The vehicle is equipped with sound that can be moved from
speaker to speaker, replicating small arms attacks coming
from different areas, forcing personnel to consider which side
to extricate the patient from. Smoke and simulated smells are
also included.
Finally, an instrumented body suit can be worn by any
manikin, and an instructor can configure what types of
treatments medics should perform. A camera installed in the
V-Xtract captures what personnel are doing inside the vehicle,
and metrics are captured and displayed, along with the video,
in an after action review system.
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The V-Xtract trains small units on vehicular extrication of injured personnel with the ability to video
capture the exercise for after action review. (Army photo)

Added Dimension with MATT
While patient simulators are able to replicate a wide
variety of life-threatening injuries seen in combat, they had not
incorporated movement until the STTC developed the Multiple
Amputee Trauma Trainer or MATTTM. To address the current
gap in realistic and immersive scenario-based training, the
STTC introduced animatronics technology into Army medical
simulations for the first time. The team incorporated movement
and special effects technologies to prepare trainees for the
traumatic injuries they will treat in a combat. MATTTM is a highfidelity prototype of a lower body injury that incorporates stateof-the-art special effects and portrays numerous wounds that
occur from an Improvised Explosive Device (IED) blast injury.
The prototype system consists of two lower amputations
with animatronics technology that provides movement of the
limbs. MATTTM incorporates lifelike rugged synthetic tissue for
trauma training while providing realistic replication of traumatic
combat injuries. The prototype can be attached to human
patient simulators or human role players to support realistic
hemorrhage control training.
MATTTM addresses blast injuries and includes procedures
such as tourniquet application / adjustment and splinting of
broken bones. The upper body portion features several highpriority simulated injuries for a combat medic. The simulated
injuries include bleeding in the abdomen, tension pneumothorax,
and a penetrating chest wound. The lower body portion uses
robotics to provide leg movement of two severed legs. The
moulage in the system has accurate anatomy, wound structure,
color, and bleeding which are designed to be medically correct
but also designed to provoke emotional responses by combat
medics.
The prototype is ruggedized and provides realism that far
surpasses other trauma trainers. MATTTM provides stress
inoculation training which allows Soldiers to be physically and
emotionally prepared to deal with severe wounds. Results
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The MATT provides realistic traumatic injury training taking advantage of animatronics and
special effects to fully immerse trainees. (Army photo)

from the program research continue to advance technologies
supporting stress inoculation training throughout the Army
medical community.

Synthetic is “Real”
Currently, the STTC is exploring technologies to reduce the
reliance on live tissue in Combat Medic training. The goal is to
produce synthetic tissue that is realistic at all levels of physiology
– from organ to bone to skin – and behaves the same as
the tissue it replicates. Furthermore, the ideal technology
will be reusable a significant number of times. Also on the
horizon are static and dynamic 3D visualization using both
holograms and 3D display screens for medical training; mixed/
augmented reality solutions to psycho-motor training needs for
ambulance boarding and procedures in moving ambulances;
and repositories for medical training scenarios. Additionally,
highly realistic virtual patients will continue to be a focus of
numerous research thrusts.

Going Forward
The ultimate goal for much of the STTC Medical Simulation
research remains full hands-in-the-body surgical simulation.
Along the way, STTC Medical Simulation researchers will
continue to solicit requirements from instructors and other
subject matter experts to push the state-of-the-art in medical
simulation.

More info: www.peostri.army.mil
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By Shean Phelps, C&CC Editor

Deployment demands on today’s combat medics are
putting greater emphasis on online and hands-on-based
training then ever before, bringing the classroom to the
field. C&CC offers readers two examples of programs
benefitting these warriors.

Distance CME
My name is Evan Feuer. I have been a paramedic for 20 years,
(a civilian, with no prior military experience), but have been working
with the military for over ten years as a trainer in Combat Life
Save, TCCC, Emergency Medical Technician-Basic course, mass
casualty decontamination, and other medical and disaster related
topics. I have been published on topics of disaster preparedness,
ran a university based paramedic program, and I regularly lecture
on topics related to EMS, emergency medicine, and disaster
preparedness. I also was a paramedic on a sheriffs’ department
SWAT team for a time. In 2008, I accepted a position with a
company as a civilian contractor in Iraq to help support the mission
there. I spent 15 months in theater.
While in theater I learned quite a bit from my military counterparts.
Although I have been working with the military for years, I gained
an even greater appreciation for their work while getting to be with
them in a war zone. Though their jobs are difficult and without end
while deployed, I never heard a negative word from one soldier,
Marine, or airman. As a paramedic, I have a significant amount
of required continuing education to complete every two years to
maintain my certifications. Military or civilian, the requirements
are the same. As my contract was coming to an end, I was
contemplating renewing the contract. I realized that if I extended
my contract, all my professional certifications would expire.
As it turns out, the vast majority of the required hours to
recertify as a National Registry paramedic or EMT are live contact
hours. That is defined as a face-to-face traditional course.
Internet-based courses were only allowed for a small fraction
of the required continuing medical education. At the time, I was
stationed in Tal Afar, Iraq. There was no option for finding traditional
face-to-face continuing medical education (CME) courses. While
deployed, I was “skyping” home one day and a light bulb went
off in my head. Using technology, you could create a face-to-face
learning environment that meets the requirements for paramedic
recertification.
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When I returned to the U.S. from deployment, I put together
a team of physicians, curriculum experts, software and web
developers. Together, we developed a virtual classroom and went
live in January 2010 with accreditation from the Pennsylvania
Department of Health Bureau of EMS. Within three months, we
were accredited by the Continuing Education Coordinating Board
for Emergency Medical Services or CECBEMS. This is the gold
standard educational accreditation for EMS continuing education
courses.

Course Offering
The flagship course offered by Distance CME is a 48 Hour
Paramedic Refresher course. The National Registry requires this
course for all paramedics that are recertifying. They also require a
minimum of 38 hours of live training. This course is 100% live and
all the hours are accepted by the National Registry as live contact
hours.
In addition to the requisite subject matter expertise, we require
all the instructors to have real boots on the ground experience. They
must be either prior military with deployment time, SWAT medic
experience, critical care experience, international deployment
experience, or some other unique real world experiences to make
the virtual classroom relevant in the real world.
Distance CME took the 48 hour curriculum and broke it down
into 24 two-hour blocks. The student must complete all 24 blocks
but not necessarily in order. These modules are offered over
and over again 7 days a week at all hours of the day, morning,
noon, and night. This flexibility accommodates warfighters’ busy
schedules, even while deployed. Due to the wide range of sessions
offered, the warfighter can complete these session regardless of
their time zone.

Heather’s Story
Heather, a 68 Whiskey, is a great example of the degree of
flexibility we offer the warfighter. Stationed in Iraq, she began our
course while in theater before flying home for some R&R, first
sitting through a few modules in Kuwait then again at her home
in Michigan. She continued with the course after returning to
Iraq. She was injured and flown to Germany. While in hospital in
Germany, she took a few more modules before being flown to
Kentucky for rehab where she finished the course.
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Going Live
Distance CME went live on January 10, 2011. In the first year
the paramedic refresher course has gained great popularity in the
warfighter community. There have been numerous combat medics
completing our course while both CONUS and OCONUS.
We have added additional courses to the offerings including
Advanced Hazmat Life Support, CPR, and ACLS.
We are accommodating the deployed warfighter by
conducting the skills evaluations for CPR and Advanced
Cardiac Life Support by webcam. We are currently developing
a Tactical Medicine course that will be offered completely online.
In April we will be releasing a critical care course that will be
useful to the flight medics.

Columbia Southern
One of the nation’s top online universities, Columbia
Southern University was established to meet the demand for
alternatives to the traditional university experience. CSU online
programs allow non-traditional students to honor career and
family commitments while pursuing their educational goals.
Members of the military are among the various types of nontraditional student CSU serves. With an average of 40 percent
of our student body considered active or past members of
the armed forces, CSU understands the demands of duty and
service. In fact, many of our staff and faculty have served or
continue to serve in the military.
In addition, our military graduates and students continually
praise CSU’s flexibility, quality degree programs and self-paced
class structure.

Degree programs
CSU offers associate, bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral
degrees and certificate programs in many areas including:
• Criminal Justice
• Business Administration (with multiple concentrations)
• Occupational Safety and Health
• Health Care Administration
• Information Technology
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“One degree program that I recommend to soldiers who are
involved with emergency situations is our master’s in emergency
services management,” said CSU Director of Military Outreach
Karl Hoffman. “Those with skills in planning, risk analysis and
prevention and other talents from pre- and post-emergency
situations can excel in this program. It will help hone their skills
and ready them for leadership in the ESM field. And I would
add that CSU’s degree programs can help those in the military
prepare for their inevitable civilian career.”
CSU provides a faculty of experts and staff members who
closely follow the university’s principles of providing an excellent
education and high-quality service.
CSU uses the Blackboard online system for class
assignments which allows students to determine their study
pace and schedule. Students can download assignments, work
offline and send assignments upon completion based on their
time.

Services
CSU also features:
• Maximum Transfer Credit
• Textbooks Provided Through a CSU Book Grant
• Tuition Assistance (TA), DANTES, Veteran Benefits (VA)
• No Entrance Exams Required
Furthermore, to assist military personnel in their education,
CSU waives our application fee. Spouses or dependents of
active-duty military men and women receive a 10 percent tuition
discount. A chapter member of the national Student Veterans
Association which provides academic support, disability
services, employment assistance and networking,
CSU is also a member of Servicemembers Opportunity
Colleges (SOC), the Air Force AU-ABC, and one of approximately
140 letter of intent schools approved to offer upfront tuition
assistance through GoArmyEd.
In the event of deployment, CSU offers a Special
Circumstances Extension policy. Once a request is made
for the extension and documentation provided, a committee
reviews the information to assist the servicemember in making
arrangements.
contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com
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TCMC: Preparing Combat
Medics for the Field

The U.S. Army Medical Department (AMEDD)
offers a tactical combat medical care (TCMC)
course that trains personnel in the full breadth
of tactical combat casualty care.
By MAJ Patrick O’Neil, Deputy Director
Center for Pre-Deployment Medicine

The Tactical Combat Medical Care (TCMC) Course
is a trauma training course that allows medical providers
to accomplish required pre-deployment medical training.
The course teaches the fundamentals of Tactical Combat
Casualty Care (TCCC) and then provides more advanced
training commensurate with the student population level of
education, expertise, and healthcare role.

Core Focus Areas
Instruction is primarily concerned with treating the
four most common causes of preventable death on the
battlefield. Next to hemorrhage, tension pneumothorax, or
collapsed lung, continues to be the second leading cause
of death on the battlefield.
Compromised airway and
shock also are preventable causes of death. The course
also updates the students on the most recent and relevant
information from the current theaters of war. Lessons
learned from recently returned units also are provided.
TCCC instruction and battlefield treatment scenarios and
techniques are introduced and then reinforced in multiple
trauma lane and battalion aid station scenarios. Emergency
surgical procedure labs also are performed utilizing all the
instruction the students have gained during that week.

Demographic
Students include physicians, physician assistants, and
nurse practitioners who will be assigned to either a Role I
or II facility. If space is available, Brigade Nurses, Special
Forces Medical Sergeants, and select 68W (Healthcare
Specialist) NCO’s may also attend when accompanied by
their unit provider. In fiscal year 2011, approximately 650
personnel attended this course.

Schedule
An average of two courses are completed each month
with a total of 23 classes per year. Training must be
accomplished no more than 180-days prior to deployment
and remains valid for two years post deployment. Students
assigned on repeat deployments will not have to train within
180-days of deployment if they have previously completed
training within the two-year window.

More info: www.amedd.army.mil
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SOF
Medicine:
A Proven Combat Multiplier

U.S. Army Special Forces medical training
focuses on soldier, medic and leader
development for mission readiness.
By COL Robert Lutz, Commander
Special Warfare Medical Group (Airborne)

aspects are echoed through courses provided at
the Army’s John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center
and School and the Joint Special Operations
Medical Training Center.

Ensuring Total Readiness

A ground-breaking original article was published
Soldier competence and mastery of basic,
COL Robert Lutz
on-line in the Archives of Surgery journal on August
immediate life-saving first aid techniques is the
SWMG (A)
15th, 2011 that detailed the stunning success of SOF
foundation of an effective casualty response system.
medical systems on the battlefield. Titled “Eliminating
In the 75th Ranger Regiment, all soldiers are trained
Preventable Death on the Battlefield” by COL Russ Kotwal (et. to a basic Ranger First Responder (RFR) level. In the Special
al), this article conducted an in depth analysis of the casualties Forces Regiment, the 12 man Operational Detachment Alpha
and medical treatment received by wounded soldiers assigned (ODA), soldiers cross-train each other in each of their basic skill
to the 75th Ranger Regiment during combat operations in Iraq sets. An ODA has two 18D Special Forces Medical Sergeants,
and Afghanistan. The analysis showed a lower and significant and they train the rest of the members of their team in the
difference in the died-of-wounds and killed-in-action rates of the basics of combat medicine – just as the 18E Communications
75th Ranger Regiment when compared to the casualty data for Sergeants will cross-train other members of the team on the
all U.S. military ground troops for the same time period.
use of the communications gear. In this way, teams ensure
combat effectiveness in the face of casualties. In the 95th Civil
In addition, the analysis showed that none of the Rangers Affairs Brigade, similar programs exist to train all personnel in
who died before reaching the hospital could have been saved tactical combat casualty care (TCCC) as part of the Special
by the actions of the medics or their fellow soldiers on the Operations Civil Affairs Assessment Program. As an example
battlefield. U.S. Army Special Forces medical professionals of the effectiveness of this type of training, in the 9 years of
are being taught the main components of their success: soldier the study, non-medical soldiers in the 75th Ranger Regiment
training, medic training and leader training. Each of these performed 26% of the hemorrhage control interventions on
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the battlefield. In addition, non-medical soldiers applied 42%
of the tourniquets. This is extremely important as extremity
hemorrhage (bleeding) is the leading cause of preventable death
on the battlefield.

From a Foundational Perspective
Medic training in basic and advanced life-saving skills is
the cornerstone of the system. All combat medics in the
U.S. Army Special Operations Command (including the 75th
Ranger Regiment, 95th Civil Affairs Brigade, 160th Special
Operations Aviation Regiment, and the U.S. Army Special
Forces Command) are trained at the USAJFKSWCS’s Joint
Special Operations Medical Training Center in the 36-week
Special Operations Combat Medic (SOCM) course. U.S. Navy
Corpsmen from the Marine Special Operations Command and
the Naval Special Warfare Command also attend this course.
The SOCM course is designed to create a paramedic-level
medic with a concentration on battlefield medicine and combat
trauma. In addition to providing superb advanced care on the
battlefield, the depth and level of their training and profound
understanding of the principles of TCCC allows them to be
highly effective trainers for the non-medical soldiers in their
respective units. Additionally, in the 9 years of the study, medics
provided 64% of hemorrhage control interventions (non-medics
provided 26% and medical officers provided the remaining
10%).
Leader training is the final and most critical piece of a
casualty response system. Leaders at every level must ensure
that first and foremost, they enforce the standard that all soldiers
are competent in those basic life-saving skills that are most
effective in treating the leading causes of preventable death
on the battlefield. Second, they must recognize that casualty
response is a “battle drill” just like drills for reacting to an
ambush, conducting a raid, and responding to indirect fire. As a
battle drill, it should be trained to the level that every soldier can
instinctively respond with appropriate actions. First responders
initially attend to the casualties, then hand them over to medics
in the unit and continue the mission. Casualty response is not
just the medical response – it includes an awareness of the
operational mission, and the will to effectively complete that
mission in the face of casualties. A unit can quickly become
combat ineffective if the mission focus changes from its original
intent to that of casualty treatment and evacuation.

Casualty Response Preparedness
The 75th Ranger Regiment teaches casualty response for
leaders, as do we at the JSOMTC for the officers attending
the Special Forces Qualification Course. This training includes
the basic principle that a successful response to casualties
is contingent upon successful execution of the mission. An
in-depth understanding of basic principles is important at the
U.S. Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School,
and is a key to achieving our goal of producing leaders who
are adaptive problem solvers. In the culmination of the Special
Forces Qualification Course, the realistic and rigorous Robin
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Sage exercise, the student ODA must successfully respond
to a casualty situation that will challenge their medical and
leadership skills.
The data presented in “Eliminating Preventable Death on the
Battlefield” is significant when compared to the data on all U.S.
military ground casualties over the same time period. Despite
the return to duty (RTD) rate for Rangers being significantly
lower than that of the rest of the military (implies that the injuries
the Rangers received were more serious), the killed-in-action
(KIA) and died-of-wounds (DOW) rates were significantly lower.
The case fatality rate (CFR) for the 75th Ranger Regiment,
a marker that can be compared across conflicts, is the lowest
recorded rate in the history of modern warfare. The RTD rate is
the percentage of those soldiers who returned to duty within 72
hours. Overall 40% of the wounded in action in the 75th Ranger
Regiment returned to duty within 72 hours. Compare this to
56% of those wounded in action in the total U.S. military during
the same time frame. This implies that overall, the soldiers in
the 75th Ranger Regiment had more serious wounds. The KIA
rate is the percentage of those wounded in action who did not
survive to reach a medical treatment facility. The 75th Ranger
Regiment had a 10.7% KIA rate which is compared to a 16.4%
rate of the total U.S. military wounded in action during the same
time frame.
Finally, the DOW rate is the percentage of those soldiers
wounded in action who died after reaching a medical treatment
facility. The 75th Ranger Regiment had a 1.7% DOW rate
which is compared to a 5.8% DOW rate of the total U.S. military
wounded in action during the same time frame. Statistical
analysis shows all these differences to be statistically significant.
The CFR is a percentage of those wounded in action who
were KIA or DOW. While not statistically significant, the 7.6%
CFR for the 75th Ranger Regiment is compared to the 10.3%
CFR of the total U.S. military wounded in action during the
same time frame. As a frame of reference, the CFR rates for
the U.S. military in WWII and Vietnam were 19.1% and 15.8%
respectively. The effective use of lessons learned from previous
conflicts has led to an overall reduction in the CFR in successive
conflicts that have involved the U.S. military.

Making a Difference
These results definitively show the effectiveness of the 75th
Ranger Regiments casualty response system as compared to
a conventional system. This system and similar programs used
by units of the U.S. Special Operations Command that rely
on medical training for non-medics, superbly trained combat
medics, and leaders who are adaptable problem solvers, set
the standard by which all current and future casualty response
programs should be judged.

More info: www.soc.mil
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In the 2011 Annual U.S. Army “Best
Medic” Competition held at Camp
Bullis, Ft. Sam Houston, TX, soldiers
battled for the title of “Best Medic” in
a multi-day competition testing both
mind and body.

must have in the Army Medical Department,”
noted Townsend.
In the end, Sgt. 1st Class John Maitha and
Staff Sgt. Christopher Whitaker, representing
the 3rd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, Ft.
Benning, GA secured the title of the Army’s Best
Combat Medic Team.

By Lori Newman, Fort Sam Houston
Lori Newman

“We had no idea where we were place-wise,
so we just kept going as hard and as fast as we
could on everything,” Maitha said.

This past November, sixty-two soldiers
Staff Writer
from across the U.S. Army competed in a
grueling 72-hour two-soldier team competition
at Camp Bullis to earn the title of “Best Medic”. The
Mind over Matter
inaugural Command Sgt. Maj. Jack L. Clark Jr. Best Medic
Competition was dedicated to the 13th command sergeant
The first day of the competition began with a physical
major of the U.S. Army Medical Command.
fitness challenge, which included a three-mile run and
pulling a tire that weighed several hundred pounds. The
Clark’s family came from Florida to participate in the obstacle course tested the team’s agility and physical
dedication ceremony and meet the competitors.
strength. Each team needed to complete 15 of 19 obstacles
as quickly and safely as possible. The M-9 stress shoot
“It is appropriate that such a prestigious competition be mimicked a combat situation where every shot counts.
named after Command Sgt. Maj. Clark. He was one of the Teams showcased their marksmanship skills, completing
most respected leaders and noncommissioned officers in three separate firing engagements while evacuating a
the history of our command,” said retired Command Sgt. simulated casualty on a litter.
Maj. Sandra Townsend, keynote speaker for the dedication
ceremony.
“The M-9 stress shoot was the most fun,” Maitha and
Whitaker said. Once the shoot was completed, the two“Clark was a mover and a shaker, known for making soldier teams marched six kilometers to the next part of the
every place he went better. He understood the important competition, the M-4 stress shoot.
role of medics in the Army and the trust soldiers and leaders

www.tacticaldefensemedia.com
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Sgt. Brian Baker from the 101st Airborne Division, Fort Campbell, Ky. shoots hostile targets during the M-9 stress shoot. (Photo by Lori Newman)

“We liked the night land navigation because it was
challenging and different,” Maitha said. “They filled us in
on a Blackhawk helicopter heading to an unknown landing
zone and we had to figure out where we were before we could
even start the course.”

Terrain Navigation
The advanced land navigation course began at 11 p.m.
Teams were flown by helicopter and inserted into the rugged
terrain of Camp Bullis. Once on the ground, each team had
six hours to locate 12 grid coordinate locations using terrain
association and topographical maps.
“The night land navigation was definitely the toughest,”
Whitaker said.
Early the next morning, candidates tackled the urban
assault lane. Using simulated munitions similar to paint ball
rounds, competitors had to engage the enemy while treating
casualties and defending themselves.
In the next events, the day combat medic lane tested the
candidate’s ability to perform casualty care in close quarters
as well as their ability to evacuate wounded to a MEDEVAC
aircraft. The night combat medic lane tested the competitor’s
ability to perform medical tasks under the cover of darkness
using the Tactical Simulator for Military Medicine. The teams
were required to gain fire superiority, stabilize their casualty
and move them from simulator to a ground evacuation vehicle.

Mental Motivation
Spc. Daniel Holmes, 82nd Airborne Division, Fort Bragg, N.C. pulls his teammate
Staff Sgt. Jordon Houston up a climbing tower. The obstacle course tested the
Soldiers agility and physical strength. (Photo by Lori Newman)
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In the Mounted land navigation competition, candidates’
ability to provide medical treatment while en route to the
medical treatment facility was tested.

www.tacticaldefensemedia.com

Shortly after Sunday’s last event, an awards ceremony
was held at Camp Bullis.
Lt. Gen. Eric Schoomaker, Army Surgeon General and
Commanding General, U.S. Army Medical Command, and
the Clark family, presented trophies to the winning team and
recognized all the teams for their accomplishments during
the 72-hour competition. Pricilla Clark congratulated all the
competitors.
“You have been tested beyond human capability and you
have come through this standing and smiling,” she said.
“You have given us the true definition of never giving up.”
Staff Sgts. Gabriel Mendoza and Gabriel Valdez,
representing 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment
(Airborne), Fort Bragg, N.C., accumulated the secondhighest points total and placed second in the competition.
Third place was secured by Spcs. Allen Klingsporn and
Austin Kreutzfeld from the 82nd Airborne Division, Fort
Bragg, N.C.

More info: www.samhouston.army.mil
4th Annual

Military Health
Striving Towards Enhanced Warfighter Mental
and Physical Healing and Strength
Top: A soldier engages in a live-fire shoot exercise.
Bottom: Soldiers compete in a timed 2.7 mile buddy run, testing
fortitude and endurance needed in carrying a 180-pound casualty.
(Photos by Lori Newman)

March 13 -15, 2012 | San Antonio, TX
Promoting strength
and warfighter well-being
through an integrated
approach to mental
and physical health.

At 0500 the next morning, each two-soldier team worked
together to complete a 75-question written exam designed to
measure their tactical and technical proficiency.
Current Speakers Include:

After the written exam, soldiers moved to the virtual convoy
combat simulator. The simulator provided a 360 degree
simulated battlefield allowing the candidates the opportunity
to perform basic soldier skills while mounted in a simulated
environment.
This event joined teams together to compete the scenario,
engaging hostile targets and calling in situational reports. The
leadership reaction course tested each team’s ability to think,
lead and work together to negotiate eight obstacles.

Last but Not Least
The final event was a timed 2.7 mile buddy run, testing the
fortitude and endurance of the competitors. Each team had
to complete the run carrying a 180-pound casualty on a litter.

www.tacticaldefensemedia.com

Robert Petzel, M.D., Under Secretary for HealthOffice of the Under Secretary for Health
US Department of Veteran Affairs
BG Allison Hickey, USAF (Ret.), Under Secretary Office of the Under Secretary
or Benefits Veterans Benefits Administration
US Department of Veteran Affairs
Dr. Kathryn Waggoner, Clinical Health Psychologist Outpatient Pain Service
San Antonio Military Medical Center
Lieutenant Colonel Alex Loukas, Case Manager Southern Regional Medical Command
Community Based WarriorTransition Unit- Florida
Dr. William Brim, Deputy Director
Center for Deployment Psychology (CDP)
Colonel Leonardo Profenna, Chief, Hyperbaric Medicine USAF School of Aerospace Medicine
Wilford Hall Medical Center

For More Information:

Visit Event Website:

David Drey
T: 312-540-3000 Ext. 6583
E: ddrey@marcusevansch.com
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™

Simple, Reliable, Accurate, Portable
Fast and Easy
 Easy Transport-test everywhere
 Precise and accurate- built-in
Intelligent Quality Control (IQC)

 Fully automated with full-color
touch screen

 Self calibrates with every test run

 LIS connectivity

 Intuitive user interface

 Results in under 11 minutes
Step 1
Add Sample

Exceptionally Versatile
Wide range of CLIA waived panels to increase your on-site diagnostic capabilities
Comprehensive Metabolic Panel

Kidney Check

ALB, ALP, ALT, AST, BUN, Ca, CI-, CRE,
GLU, K+, Na+, TBIL, tCO2, TP

BUN, CRE

Basic Metabolic Panel
BUN, Ca, CI-, CRE, GLU, K+, Na+, tCO2

ALB, BUN, Ca, Cl-, CRE, GLU, K+, Na+
PHOS, tCO2

Lipid Panel

MetLyte 8 Panel

CHOL, CHOL/HDL*, HDL, LDL*, TRIG, VLDL*

BUN, CK, Cl-, CRE, GLU, K+, Na+, tCO2

Renal Function Panel

Lipid Panel Plus
ALT, AST, CHOL, CHOL/HDL*, GLU,
HDL, LDL*, TRIG, VLDL*

Liver Panel Plus
ALB, ALP, ALT, AMY, AST, GGT, TBIL, TP

General Chemistry 6
ALT, AST, BUN, CRE, GGT, GLU

General Chemistry 13
ALB, ALP, ALT, AMY, AST, BUN, Ca,
CRE, GGT, GLU, TBIL, TP, UA

Electrolyte Panel
Cl-, K+, Na+, tCO2

*Hepatic Function Panel

Step 2
Insert Disk

ALB, ALP, ALT, AST, DBIL, TBIL, TP

*Basic Metabolic Panel Plus
BUN, Ca, CI-, CRE, GLU, K+, Na+,
tCO2, Mg, Lactate Dehydrogenase

*MetLyte Plus CRP
BUN, CK, Cl-, CRE, GLU, K+, Na+, tCO2, CRP

*Biochemistry Panel Plus
ALB, ALP, ALT, AMY, AST, BUN, Ca,
CRE, CRP, GGT, GLU, TP, UA

Step 3
Read Results

For more information contact: Randy Knick at
612.850.1193 or e-mail randyknick@abaxis.com
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*Moderately Complex

Typical airway view.

Reusable blade

